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Harvey York smiled. 

“What sort of advice?” 

“Since ancient times, immortality has been in tandem with geomancy arts.” 

“If you want Evermore to notice you, if you wish to lure them out or gather 
evidence, it’d be best if you become a well-known geomancy expert.” 

“I suggest you open up shop here.” 

“On the one hand, you can remain discreet while you do your business.” 

“On the other hand, Evermore might just show up on their own.” 

“More importantly, many strange things happen in a city with rich history like 
this.” 

“A well-known geomancy expert can gather a lot of connections here. It 
should be a good thing for you here, right?” 

Harvey thought about the situation before lightly nodding. 

“You have a good point. As expected from the lady of the Patel family.” 

“Being a geomancy expert would be an interesting job.” 

“That said, I’m not good at geomancy, and I’m not even certified either.” 

Kairi Patel smiled. 

“If you’re interested, as your partner, I’ll make sure to deal with all this for 
you.” 

“The shop, human resources, and certificates…” 

“Just say yes, and I’ll ensure you have everything.” 

Harvey chuckled. 



“Sure. No problem.” 

The car the parked right in front of the entrance of the Golden Sands Bank. 

Because Harvey told Yvonne Xavier to transfer funds previously, he decided 
to make sure of this by coming here. 

Mandy said she did not need the money, but it would be nice to keep it just in 
case. 

After heading inside, Harvey was immediately greeted by the lobby manager. 

“Hello. May I ask where the VIP room is?” 

After all, all high-end businesses were handled in the VIP room. 

“Oh? Aren’t you the live-in son-in-law?” 

A refreshing scent wafted before a beautiful woman appeared in her high 
heels. 

Harvey squinted at the woman before finally recognizing her. She was none 
other than the John family’s relative and Mandy’s good friend, Alma John. 

“Are you talking about entering the VIP room?” 

“How impressive!” 

“That said, does a kept man like you even understand what it means to go 
there?” 

Alma was filled with utter disdain. She did not even hesitate to expose Harvey 
completely at that moment. 

Naturally, she already considered Mandy to be her brother’s woman. 

That was why she had felt nothing but disgust toward the loser clinging onto 
Mandy. 

She believed that Mandy was just being tainted and that her life was 
completely ruined because of Harvey. 



Alma did not hold back her tone at all. The entire crowd immediately gathered 
as soon as they heard the commotion. 

After knowing that Harvey was Mandy’s ex-live-in husband, all of them were 
quick to point fingers. 

“Ms. John, right?” 

“Please watch your language,” Harvey reminded. 

“I’m a customer here.” 

“I’m here to do business, not to be insulted by you for no reason.” 

“I’ll let this one slide since you’re Mandy’s friend.” 

“But if you keep yapping, then don’t blame me for what happens next!” 

“Oh? How dare you call yourself a customer?” 

Alma showed a disdainful expression. 

She crossed her hands when she glared back at Harvey. 

“You’re here to steal Mandy’s money, aren’t you?” 

“The card also belongs to her, right?” 
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“How shameful can you get?!” 

“Is the Zimmer family not caring for you enough or something?!” 



“How dare you even try to steal Mandy Zimmer’s money?!” 

“What are you even planning to do with it? Take care of your little mistress?” 

Alma John’s words were filled with utter disgust. She believed that Harvey 
York was no better than a lowly beggar or a common thief. 

All the workers and customers were constantly nodding their heads in unison, 
thinking that the live-in son-in-law had truly crossed the line. 

“Are you done?” 

Harvey showed a calm expression. 

“Step aside when you’re done! Stop interfering with my business!” 

If Alma were not a woman, Harvey would have slapped her aside by then. 

“Let me warn you, you kept man!” 

“I’m giving you three days!” 

“By then, you better leave Mandy!” 

“If you’re still getting about getting remarried…” 

“Then I suggest you give up that thought right now!” 

“You have no right to defile a woman like her!” 

Alma was showing an arrogant look while she bossed Harvey around. 

She was coldly pointing her nose right at Harvey at this moment. 

“My brother’s almost out of the hospital!” 

“You’re finished if he sees you clinging to Mandy then!” 

Harvey could not even be bothered to talk to Alma anymore. He quickly 
walked to the counter before handing over his Black Card. 

“Check if the money’s in there.” 



Bam! 

Even before Harvey was done talking, Alma quickly rushed over and snatched 
the card. 

Then, she let out a cold chuckle. 

“I’m the deputy manager here! I’ll take a look at your so- called bank card!” 

“Huh? A Black Card?” 

Alma trembled after seeing the cold hard card in her hands. 

Typically speaking, people with a Black Card either had immensely high 
status or a lot of money. 

“Wait! The card has your name on it?!” 

“Impossible! People like you can’t have something like this!” 

Alma was filled with utter disbelief. 

“This card’s fake!” 

Alma knew Mandy treated Harvey well, but at least a 1.5 million dollar cash 
flow was required to make the Black Card. 

Even if she had this much money, she would not get a card like this for her ex-
live-in husband. 

After all, she had her own problems with money to fix. She would not spend all 
this effort just to care for a loser like this. 

At this moment, Alma undoubtedly believed that the card was fake… 

But she took a closer look. 

The quality, signature, and size of the card were all authentic. 

Her professional instincts told her that the Black Card was genuine. 

After hearing those words, the crowd all looked over before they started 
gossiping. 



“The card’s real,” replied Harvey calmly. 

“Where did you get this?!” 

Alma held the card in her hand as she fiercely glared at Harvey. 

“Did you steal Mandy’s money and register for the card on your own?!” 

“I’m giving you one chance!” 

“Answer me!” 

“If you don’t, I’ll call the cops right now!” 

In Alma’s mind, the money was definitely not Harvey’s, even if the card was 
genuine. 

The crowd quickly gathered around. 

They were continuously running their mouths after hearing about a live-in son-
in-law with a Black Card, saying he got it through underhanded tricks. 
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Normally speaking, a live-in son-in-law would not have that much money in 
the first place. 

Let alone a Black Card. 

‘What a joke!’ 

A few beautiful staff were showing disdainful grins. 

‘It’s already bad enough for a man to be kept like this, yet he even stole his 
wife’s money to make a Black Card!’ 



‘Not only is he embarrassing himself, but he’s also completely immoral!’ 

‘People like that should be drowned!’ 

Harvey York started to frown. 

“This is my money.” 

“Your money?” 

Alma John let out a cold chuckle. 

“You’re just a kept man who clung to Mandy because you couldn’t 
daotranslate.com fend for yourself! You could never have this much money in 
the first place!”.. 

“You definitely stole the Zimmer family’s money!” 

“This is illegal! It’s unforgivable!” 

Then, Alma gave Mandy Zimmer a call. 

“Come here quick, Mandy! This is really bad!” 

Obviously, she wanted to use this opportunity to kick Harvey out of Mandy’s 
life. 

That way, her brother would be able to claim her all for himself. 

“Now you’re just being unreasonable.” 

Harvey frowned. 

“I want to see your general manager.” 

“Oh? Do you think you can just see him just because you asked?” 

Alma was filled with disdain and disgust when she glared at Harvey derisively. 

“When Mandy gets here, you’re finished if she knows you were stealing her 
money!” 



She was exhilarated. She actually thought that Harvey’s marriage with Mandy 
would be completely ruined because of this. 

“What’s going on, Alma?” 

A red sports car parked right outside before seeing Mandy stepping out. 

She froze after seeing Harvey also standing there. 

“What are you doing here, Harvey?” 

Along with the sound of the elevator, an elegant-looking middle-aged man 
walked out with a few people behind him. 

He frowned when he saw the commotion in front of him. 

“What’s going on here?” 

“Here’s how everything happened, Mr. Osborne!” Alma exclaimed. 

“Someone stole money and made a Black Card with it! Now, he’s trying to 
withdraw cash with it!” 

Mr. Osborne frowned. 

‘Stole money?’ 

‘For a Black Card?’ 

‘How much money is that even?’ 

“That’s him! He stole the Zimmer family’s money for the Black 
Card!daotranslate.com I caught him trying to withdraw cash just now!” 

Alma pointed at Harvey with a wretched yet proud expression on her face. 

“He didn’t want to admit it! That was why I brought the owner here!” 

“You need to settle the situation, Mr. Osborne!” 

Then, Alma ecstatically looked at Mandy. 

“Call the cops already, Mandy! You can kick him out of the family after that!” 



Mandy was utterly confused. 

“A Black Card? With my money?” 

“Yeah! This thing right here! It has his name on it!” 

Alma waved the Black Card around. 

“He doesn’t even have the money for such a thing!” 

“If the money didn’t come from you, then it must be from someone else!” 

“You’ve been treating him so well, yet he isn’t even grateful! People like this 
should just die!” 

“Ungrateful bdaotranslate.comstard!” 

Mandy held the card and took a few glances. 

“The card was made years ago,” she said confusedly. 

“This has nothing to do with the Zimmer family.” 

“A few years ago?” 

“And it has nothing to do with you?” 

Alma froze. 
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Alma John did not expect that Harvey York’s card was made that long ago. 

‘Maybe this live-in son-in-law is really some sort of mysterious prominent 
character.,.’ 



Alma could not help but shudder after thinking about the situation, but she 
quickly came to her senses. 

‘What kind of big character would even become a live-in son- in-law in the first 
place?’ 

‘What a joke!’ 

Alma glared at Harvey coldly, as if she got the entire situation figured out. 

“I get it now! He must’ve stolen all this money from somewhere long ago!” 

“He never touched the money after that!” 

“And now, he’s planning to use all of it after everything died down!” 

“What a heinous filth!” 

Alma showed a disdainful expression on her face. 

“That said, how are you even this stupid?” 

“Don’t you know that banks will definitely check for the source of the money if 
you withdraw a large amount from a Black Card?” 

“You’re finished if we find out the money came from a suspicious source!” 

“This amount can get you behind bars for the rest of your life!” 

Mandy Zimmer glanced at Harvey. 

“Harvey, what is.,.” 

Harvey looked back. 

“After hearing about your situation with the ninth branch, I got someone to 
prepare some money for me to deal with your problem.” 

“I came here to determine whether the money’s finally here or not. 

“There are thirty million dollars in the account. It should be enough to solve 
your crisis.” 



Harvey did not want to tell Mandy this, but he did it anyway since there was an 
opportunity. 

“Mandy’s situation?” 

“And you got someone to transfer you thirty million?” 

Alma let out a scoff. 

“Filth like you can get that much money? Do you think this is a drama show or 
something?” 

“We’re not idiots here!” 

Mr. Osborne trembled before instinctively saying,daotranslate.com“There was 
a transfer of the same amount yesterday. It came through legal sources to a 
Black Card under our bank’s name. How did you find out about this?” 

Mandy froze. 

“Where did the money come from exactly?” 

“South Light’s Sky Corporation,” replied Mr. Osborne in fear. 

Mandy stood completely still. She realized that Harvey was telling the truth. 

‘Even Sky Corporation would be in trouble with that much money gone…’ 

‘I can’t take that money.’ 

Alma was shocked. 

“How dare you, Harvey?!” 

“Do you know what Sky Corporation is?!” 

“That’s property of Prince York himself!” 

“You have a death wish or something?! How dare you even steal his money?!” 

Harvey completely ignored Alma causing a stir when he glanced at Mr. 
Osborne. 



“I told someone to transfer the funds here. You can make a call to verify this if 
you want.” 

Mr. Osborne hesitated before making the phone call. 

Soon after, he awkwardly hung up on the phone. 

“I’m sorry, Sir York! This was our mistake!” 

“Please pretend this never happened!” 

“We did this for the sake of the funds’ security!” 

Mr. Osborne forced out a smile. Not only did he make sure that the money 
came from Sky Corporation, but it was also explicitly transferred to Harvey. 
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“What?!” 

Alma John froze before showing a horrible look. 

“You must be mistaken, Mr. Osborne!” 

“Sky Corporation transferred him the money?!” 

“This is impossible!” 

“What do you mean by that?” exclaimed Mr. Osborne with a cold glare. 

“Sir York clearly looks like a talented and personable young man! He must be 
the person Prince York himself looks up to!” 

“It’s perfectly normal for him to get the funds in the first place!” 

“There’s no way!” 



Alma was starting to panic. 

“He’s just a live-in son-in-law, a kept man!Check daotranslate.com for early 
update Why would he even have connections with someone like Prince York 
himself?!” 

“This is wrong! It has to be!” 

Alma could not accept the fact that Harvey’s Black Card was even real and 
that the account had so much money. 

“Make another call, Mr. Osborne! There has to be a mistake!” 

Mandy Zimmer showed a peculiar expression when she glanced at Harvey 

She knew that Harvey had many different identities,just read on daotranslate 
dot com to support us but she did not think that he still had something to hide 
even then. 

Harvey getting that much money also made her understand his intentions. 

Mandy quickly stood up before thinking for a moment. 

“Harvey and Prince York had previously met a couple of times.” 

“He even did a favor for Prince York. It’s only natural for Harvey to get some 
money from him.” 

“Enough, Mandy! Stop protecting this useless filth! Do you think I don’t know 
what this man’s capable of?” 

Alma did not believe Mandy’s word one bit. 

“Who do you think Prince York is?! He’s the top man of South Light! What can 
he not do?!” 

“Why does he even need this filth’s help in the first place?! What a joke!” 

Then, Alma glared at Mr. Osborne with a stern look. 

“You need to make sure of this, Mr. Osborne!” 

“We’ll have to take responsibility for this if this filth actually stole the money!” 



Alma showed a determined expression on her face. She was considered to be 
in the top-rated circle since she was a relative of the John family… 

Judging from Harvey’s bland and raggedy-looking clothing, he did not seem 
like a person who had the right to own a Black Card. 

Mr. Osborne hesitated momentarily before making another phone call… 

But his expression darkened instantly. 

Clearly, he was scolded on the phone. 

After hanging up on the phone, he gritted his teeth when he glared at Alma. 

“Apologize to Sir York right now! This is an order!” 

Not only did he make sure that the money was for Harvey… 

Sky Corporation even said something back. 

Prince York himself was pretty angry because of his doubts. 

After thinking of Sky Corporation’s assets and Prince York’s power in South 
Light… 

Mr. Osborne wanted to slap Alma to death so badly. 

He was not angry that Alma went against Harvey… 

But since Harvey had connections with Prince York himself, it would be best 
for him to be on Harvey’s good side. 

Alma felt a little sluggish when she saw Mr. Osborne’s attitude change so 
quickly. 

‘Does he really have connections with Prince York?’ 

“Do you hear me?! Apologize!” Mr. Osborne exclaimed. 

Alma showed an utterly horrible expression. 



She came from one of the top ten families.Check daotranslate.com for early 
updateShe was just a relative, her blood was thin, and she had no say in the 
family’s affairs whatsoever… 

But she had been doing quite well using her family’s name to flaunt her 
strength… 

And yet she was told to apologize to Harvey at that moment. 

She just could not accept it. 
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Seeing Mr. Osborne gritting his teeth, Alma knew full well that she wouldn’t be 
able to survive if she didn’t apologize. 

“I’m sorry,” she said quietly through gritted teeth. 

“Are you now?” 

Harvey smiled faintly at her reaction. 

“You ridicule and slander me, then you bring my wife here to turn against me.” 

“You don’t even look sincere when you apologize. Hell, you look as if I owe 
you millions or something.” 

“You really think a simple apology is going to solve anything?” 

Alma frowned, and immediately shot Harvey a cold glare. 

“At the end of the day, you were the one who borrowed the money!” 



“You still need to give it back sooner or later!” 

“You think you’re some hotshot or something?!” 

“Enough is enough, Harvey!” Alma went on, snarling. 

“Don’t try to cross the line!” 

Mandy hesitated. 

“Let’s just forget about it, Harvey. It’s just a misunderstanding.” 

“Alma’s part of the John family. It’s better if we don’t cross them.” 

“The John family?” 

Harvey smiled. 

“It doesn’t matter if they’re from the John family orjust read on daotranslate 
dot com to support usthe Patel family; none of them have the right to show off 
in front of me.” 

He then glanced at Mr. Osborne. 

“I gave you two a chance, but you just won’t admit to your faults.” 

“If that’s the case, then I’ll give you a choice.” 

“Either you leave your job today, or she does it.” 

“You decide.” 

“You talk real big!” 

Alma shot him a disdainful expression. 

“Who do you think you are?” 

“Do you really think you’re some big character?” 

“You want me or Mr. Osborne to leave? Ha!” 

“You’re not the main character of some stupid drama, you know!” 



Mandy looked at Alma with a mystified expression.Check daotranslate dot 
com for early updateShe knew better than anyone that Harvey could crush 
anyone with just a single phone call. Mr. Osborne 

respected Sky Corporation, but even then, he wasn’t that scared. After, the 
company didn’t have a lot of influence in the Golden Sands. 

More importantly, Alma had quite the powerful status. 

He wouldn’t dare go against someone from the John family, even if she was 
just a relative. 

In fact, he thought it was hilarious that an outsider actually told him to leave 
his job. 

‘This guy wants me to quit a job worth thousands of dollars every year?’ 

‘Does he think I don’t have anyone supporting me?’ 

Mr. Osborne smiled faintly and tapped Harvey’s shoulder. 

“I know you’re quite the capable man, Sir York.” 

“But enough is enough.” 

“I can’t do what you asked of me.” 

Alma revealed an arrogant expression. 

“Do you honestly think you can do whatever you want just because you know 
Prince York?” 

“We’re in Golden Sands! This is a city with a rich history!” 

“No matter how powerful Prince York is, his hands can only reach so far. He 
has no chance here!” 

“If he tries anything here, all the top-rated families here will crush him!” 

“You don’t even look like anyone impressive! You wouldn’t understand the 
rules of the top-rated circle here!” 

“Kings rule in their own land! Do you understand?” 



“You don’t get to show off in someone else’s territory!” 

“My brother’s about to get out of the hospital, too!” 

“He’s the eldest young master’s most trusted subordinate!” 

“I’ll let him take care of you when that happens!” 

There was a fierce gaze on Alma’s beautiful face. 

“I’ll make you understand that a mere live-in son-in-law has no right to go 
against a woman like me!” 
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Seeing Alma jumping around in pride, Harvey could only smile. 

“Are you sure you won’t eat your words after this?” 

Mandy’s heart skipped a beat when she heard that, and she quickly tugged 
Harvey’s arm. 

“Forget it, Harvey. Stop this for me. Alma’s my friend.” 

She then flashed a sincere expression at Alma. 

“Hear me out, Alma. You should apologize to Harvey and forget about this 
too, okay?” 

Naturally, she knew that with Harvey’s methods, it would be all too easy for 
him to fire Alma. 

It was a shame Alma considered Mandy’s kindness to be Harvey’s protection. 



“You want me to apologize to this piece of crap? Are you kidding me?!” Alma 
coldly exclaimed with a fierce glare. 

“You want me to apologize?” 

“I’ll apologize when he’s six feet under!” 

Following her exclamation, the beautiful workers around all scoffed derisively. 

They all had disdainful expressions, thinking that Harvey was just too cocky 
for his own good. 

Harvey, however, ignored Alma completely and instead looked atcheck 
daotranslate dot com for early updateMr. Osborne with narrowed eyes. 

“Looks like you’re not planning to do as I say.” 

“Sky Corporation isn’t good enough to have any influence here, after all.” 

“I guess it’s just not scary enough for you.” 

“You’re right about that,” Mr. Osborne said. 

“How about this then?” 

Harvey calmly threw a card right at Mr. Osborne. 

It was from the top geomancy expert of Golden Sands, Rodney Foster. 

Mr. Osborne’s expression changed slightly. 

“Not enough?” 

“Here’s another one.” 

Harvey threw a second card at Mr. Osborne’s face. 

It was from Wes Pagan. 

Mr. Osborne’s face changed again. 

“Still not enough?” 



“Quite stubborn, are you?” 

Harvey pulled out a final card and slapped it right on Mr. Osborne’s face. 

Only Kairi Patel’s name was written on it. 

Mr. Osborne trembled, to the point where he almost fell to the ground. 

He looked at Harvey in disbelief. He never expected that the man in front of 
him would have connections with both the Pagan and Patel family. 

The Hermit Families were extremely discreet… 

Mr. Osborne was a little scared of them, but that was about it; he was willing 
to go against them just for Alma’s sake. 

But the Poison Fairy, Kairi, belonged to the Patel family. 

This was someone that he couldn’t afford to go against. 

Not just because of how terrifying the family was…just read on daotranslate 
dot com to support usKairi’s ungodly poison arts could kill without even 
showing a single drop of blood! 

Mr. Osborne shivered before taking a deep breath. 

No longer hesitating, he approached Harvey and bowed respectfully. 

“I’m sorry, Sir York! I was ignorant!” 

“Please! Just pretend that none of this happened!” 

“You still haven’t answered my question,” Harvey said. 

“Are you staying? Or is she?” 

Mr. Osborne stood up straight with a timid expression. 

“Give me a chance, sir. Let me serve you instead!” 

“I’ll make sure to satisfy you however possible!” 

With that, Mr. Osborne leapt forward and slapped Alma in the face. 



“Leave! You’re fired!” 
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Before Alma could come to her senses, Harvey had already dragged Mandy 
out of the place. 

Mandy wanted to say something, but she knew there was no turning back at 
this point. 

When the car reached the suburbs, Harvey's phone suddenly rang. 

Kellan was the one who called. 

After picking up the call, a loud voice pierced Harvey's ears. 

"This is bad, Sir York!" Harvey was curious. 

"What on earth can happen right now?" 

Kellan gritted his teeth in frustration. 

"Cliff doesn’t know how to do his job at all!" 

"After making sure that Idris isn’t his actual son, he planned to take Idris and 
his mother out!" 

"He already picked a date to rip the two apart!" 

"That said, we found the place Zarla and Idris hid." 

"But the two had vanished right after that!" 

"This had nothing to do with you, but you were the one who Started it..." 

Kellan’s tone became grim. 



"Zarla and Idris might just cause you trouble." 

Harvey shook his head, helpless. 

"That idiot!" 

Since Zarla and Idris were saved, it could only mean that those responsible 
for saving them were quite powerful.It was highly likely that Harvey would be 
their target of revenge.He didn’t mind at all, but it would be bad if Mandy were 
to be targeted. 

Mandy froze; she had no idea what was happening. 

Vroom! Suddenly, a truck sped up from behind. 

Mandy, shocked, couldn't come to her senses. 

Forget speeding up, she slowed down instead. 

Harvey's expression changed. 

Immediately, he jumped in front of Mandy and turned the steering wheel, 
dodging the truck by the skin of their teeth. 

Almost at the same time, the truck rammed into their car and sent it flying. 

The car rolled on the ground a few times before slamming on the side of the 
road. 

Mandy was rendered completely unconscious, though the airbag had 
protected her. 

Harvey quickly made sure that the car wasn’t broken and had no signs of fuel 
leakage, then squeezed out of the car and unlocked it. 

No matter how fierce the enemy was, he needed to make sure that Mandy 
was safe. 

Bam! The truck stopped, and a man and a woman alighted. 

The man was at least five foot nine; his entire body was completely bronze, 
and there was a dagger in his hand. 



The intimidating-looking woman beside him was wearing a skin-tight leather 
jacket and held a machete. 

More importantly, the two had the exact same skull tattoo. 

Judging from their appearance, they were probably experts from an 
underworld gang. 

The tall man squinted at Harvey and took out his phone to compare Harvey's 
appearance with a picture. 

"Harvey York?" he asked after chuckling coldly. 

The woman glared pridefully at Harvey, her face a disdainful expression. 

"Who are you people?" Harvey demanded. 

"I'm Elan Murray.This is my junior, Aella Murray," the tall man said with a 
smile. 

"Zarla is my wife, and Idris is my true son." 

"Because of you, my family almost got killed by that filthy scumbag!" 
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"It’s only natural that we settle scores with you, right?" 

Elan continued with a righteous expression. 

After hearing those names, Harvey was reminded of something that Kellan 
told him. 

"You two were students cast out of Heaven's Gate, right?" 



"If I remember correctly, Heaven's Gate has a pretty big bounty on your 
heads." Kellan told Harvey that these two were extremely heinous. 

They didn't hesitate to kill some of their fellow disciples for the sake of a 
ruthless martial arts.It was why they were being hunted down by Heaven's 
Gate. 

Harvey didn't expect Idris to have such a background.He didn’t know that the 
mother and son would come for him immediately after escaping. 

Reminding himself that Mandy was still inside the car, Harvey was careful to 
be discreet. 

"True, I was the one who caused Cliff to be like that.But you can't blame me 
for everything, right?" 

"The truth was about to come out sooner or later." 

"Why don’t we deal with this another way?’ 

"I'll give you a hundred and fifty thousand dollars.Consider it a mental loss 
fee." 

It was rare to see Harvey being this humble. 

"I'm sorry, but my wife and kid want you dead." 

"They'll only be relieved when that happens!" 

Elan shot Harvey a sinister smile. 

"But don’t worry, I won't let you go alone." 

"I've heard about you before." 

"When I'm done with you, I'll get your entire in-laws’ family with you and then 
deal with Cliffl" 

"Your woman can stay for a few more days before joining you." 

"My son’s interested in her, after all." 

"We'll satisfy her for a few days before sending her off to you!" 



Harvey's expression turned a little colder.He wanted to be a little discreet in 
Golden Sands, but...He just couldn't catch a break! Elan snapped his fingers 
and then took a casual huff of his cigar. 

"Deal with him, Aella." 

"Get the woman in the car after that." 

Aella laughed coldly and swung her machete with narrowed eyes 

"Don't feel bad, Harvey," she said, licking her blade in front of Harvey. 

"At least a hundred people have already died in our hands." 

"To us, weakness is a sin." 

"Power means everything." 

"I'm stronger than you.That means that I can crush you easily." 

"I know you're not happy about this..." 

"So I'll give you a chance to fight back." 

Aella swung her machete again, ready to cut Harvey in half. 

Swoosh! Harvey took a step forward and swung his palm forward.He was 
prepared to send Aella flying. 

"Do you have a death wish?" Aella frowned. 

‘How dare he come at me like this?!’ ‘Filth like him should be kneeling on the 
ground!’ ‘Ridiculous!’ Her machete was just about to slit Harvey's throat... 

"Wait..." 

But before it could make contact, a destructive power charged right at her. 

Slap! Harvey's slap landed right on Aella’s face. 

Instantly, she was sent flying. 



The defenses around her body fell apart, and she slammed right into the 
truck's windshield. 

In just a single moment, broken shards of glass scattered all over the place. 
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It was an utterly shocking sight. 

Elan, who was smoking his cigar, looked utterly bewildered.His junior slid 
down the windshield right in front of his eyes, covered in injuries. 

After seeing what happened, he was completely infuriated. 

"You b*stard! How dare you lay your hands on my junior? Have you thought of 
the consequences of doing such a thing?!’ Elan screamed in rage, preparing 
to strike a devastating blow. 

But before he could even move, Harvey's slap had already landed on his 
face.He was immediately sent flying, and crashed right into the trunk. 

By then, he could only see Harvey's emotionless face before him. 

"You're no good, but you talk a lot." 

Harvey calmly wiped his fingers with some tissue. 

Elan didn't think that he’d be defeated before he even made amove. 

Meanwhile, Aella was on the verge of coughing up blood upon seeing her 
superior defeated; she no longer had the strength to even stand up. 

Harvey calmly took out his phone before dialing a number. 

"Clean this up, Cliff." 



When Cliff arrived with his men to clean up the scene, Harvey sent Mandy to 
the nearest hospital. 

Mandy's injuries weren't that dire.She was just in shock. 

When she started taking her IVs, Harvey told her that the driver rammed her 
car while he was dozing off.He said that the driver was ordered to get Mandy's 
car fixed along, and was also asked to compensate for thousands of dollars 
worth of medical fees. 

Mandy, however, had her doubts; after making sure she was perfectly fine, 
she kept insisting on leaving the hospital and making Harvey spill everything 
out. 

Naturally, she didn't want to worry her family. 

Harvey smiled without saying a word, then called a cab to return home with 
her. 

While the two were on the road, Cliff sent a text. 

There were only two simple sentences, saying that he dealt with the situation. 

Zarla and Idris were back in his grasp as well. 

Harvey narrowed his eyes before calmly deleting the text. 

Cliff's identity was quite odd to him, but the problem was already solved. 

In the first place, Harvey had nothing to do with the situation. 

Even if Cliff and Elan fought to the death, it wouldn't concern him. 

That said, Elan was the one who insisted on settling scores with Harvey. 

While pondering the situation, Harvey and Mandy got back to the villa. 

There, they noticed a few guests. 

The guests were distant relatives of the Yates family, Aunt Anderson and her 
daughter, Nova Anderson. 



The two used to cling to the Yates family, but they immediately broke off the 
relationship after the family collapsed. 

Lilian’s rise in Golden Sands was posted all over her friend groups, hence why 
the two came to her doorstep again. 

Aunt Anderson was working for the government, so she had quite a bit of 
status. 

In her eyes, she was giving Lilian respect for showing up here.She wouldn't 
bring anything whenever she visited. 

Instead, she would always take something home with her.But that day, she 
brought a gift. 

It looked very shabby, though; as if it was something cheap bought from a 
random roadside stall. 

"Aunty.Nova." 

Mandy and Harvey frowned, but they still greeted the two out of courtesy. 

Aunt Anderson nodded at Mandy, but she ignored Harvey. 

In the first place, she didn’t care much for the live-in son-in-law. 
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